Legacy FC Information Sheet
We are excited that you have expressed an interest in learning more about Legacy FC! The following
document has been put together to give you a brief overview of our programs and projected teams, as well
as cost associated with academy and select soccer through Legacy FC. We have also briefly defined the
difference between academy and select soccer. We encourage you to join one of our open sessions! We
are always available to answer any of your questions or concerns. Please feel free to contact us if you
would like to initiate a further conversation!
An Academy program is to be defined as a developmental program run by professionally educated staff
and professionally maintained by a club’s administration. An Academy program is about providing
opportunities for young players who show a passion and affinity for the game to be challenged and
encouraged to explore playing the game skillfully and creatively. There are no tryouts for the academy
level soccer teams. Playing time is not guaranteed for each player like in recreational soccer. There is a
higher level of commitment by the player and parents in terms of time and effort in order to strive toward
a better caliber of player through academy soccer.
In simple terms, Select soccer means that players are chosen (selected) for positions on teams using a
means of assessment, such as a tryout. Positions on teams are secured based on performance. This differs
from recreational soccer where players may be placed on teams simply by signing up. Select soccer is for
serious soccer players who want professional instruction and who desire a more competitive environment
with other players who share the same goals. Most Select soccer players tend to be those that want to play
for their high school and even possibly in college. Players should not try out for a competitive team
simply because some of their friends are. They should tryout because they really love to play soccer, want
to learn to play at a more advanced level, and are willing to commit the time and effort required to
become the best soccer player possible.
Projected 2016/2017 Legacy FC teams:
Age Levels
Select level soccer:

Academy level soccer:

Roster Max

Players on field

2002 (U15)

18

11

2003 (U14)

18

11

2004 (U13)

18

11

2005 (U12)

16

9

2006 (U11)

16

9

2007 (U10)

12

7

2008 (U9)

12

7

2009 (U8)

8

4
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Cost:
Uniforms are estimated to be between $300 - $350 for 2016/2017 and must be paid up front. You will be
required to purchase the home and away uniforms and the practice jerseys. The warm up set and
backpack are optional but included in the overall price to give you a better idea of total cost.
Academy: $50 per month x 12 months which includes practice field rentals, a Fall, Winter and Spring
tournament and either one indoor season or another tournament decided by coach. League fees (approx.
$55) will be paid up front with registration fees (approx. $20)
Select: $80 per month x 12 months which includes 3-4 tournaments depending on cost/coach, Fall/Spring
league, referee fees, practice field rentals
All payments are due on the 1st of each month and late on the 15th of each month. If a payment is late, a
$15 late fee will be added to your account.
We highly recommend payments be made online through our gotsoccer system, but we will continue to
take cash and checks at this time.

Open sessions:
Please check our facebook page or our website to find out about open sessions and tryouts (select only)
Facebook page: http://www.facebook.com/Legacy.FC.TX
Website: https://www.rowlettsoccer.org/LegacyFC

Questions:
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact Rebecca Fitzgerald at txrn2008@yahoo.com. You
can also check the website if you want to talk to one of our coaches!
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